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Hey, lighten up
You know that feeling after a run - all blissed-out on 
endorphins, not a care in the world? Yeah, we turned that 
feeling into a shoe. Lightweight and packed with comfort 
features, these running shoes are a little manna from 
heaven.

Features:
Highly breathable synthetic mesh upper to keep feet • 
cool
Heel cup stability to help navigate uneven surfaces• 
Beneficial for runners with normal to slight • 
overpronation and high arches
PUMA idCELL for heel and forefoot cushioning • 
Rubber outsole for exceptional traction• 
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Leggo my Jago
No, we didn’t improve this classic shoe by dousing it with 
syrup. But what we did do is douse it with some ultra 
high-tech cushioning technology. And yeah, you’re not 
going to want to share.

Features:
Lightweight leather upper for movement and flexibility• 
Perforated tongue for a little built-in air conditioning• 
Reinforced stitching for durability• 
PUMA tenCELL heel unit for maximum shock • 
absorption
Traction-patterned outsole for a superior grip• 
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A welcome gift
Dear Feet, I know you’ve always hated being so wide. 
But let’s face it - you’re not getting narrower any time 
soon. So let’s try to make the best of the situation. These 
new shoes not only feature a racing-inspired look, but 
they also have a wider toe box. And that’s going to make 
you extra comfy. Enjoy, my friends!

Features:
Leather upper for durability• 
Cushy midsole for comfort and support• 
Durable rubber outsole with modern design• 
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A breath of fresh air
Turn-on’s: strolls through the park, power walks down city 
streets. Turn-off’s: hogging the covers, being rude to wait 
staff. And one more thing about this sporty little number: 
Its light, breezy design makes it ideal for whatever casual 
activities you have in mind.

Features:
Synthetic upper for long wear• 
Cushy midsole for comfort• 
Padded footbed for cushioning support• 
Contoured rubber outsole for arch support• 
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Crank it up
Yeah, we know. All that time you logged in nursery school 
furiously studying how to turn your laces into the bunny 
ears is wasted. But think of it this way:  The four-year-old 
you would have totally dug this crank-to-fit style. Which, by 
the way, is now considered retro, making it even cooler.

Features:
Synthetic mesh and leather upper for breathability• 
Support straps to keep you steady on your feet• 
Cushioning system to reduce impact• 
Durable rubber outsole for an exceptional grip• 
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Your shoes have been fired
Well, actually they’ve been “vulcanized.” We’ll skip the 
technical details, but it means they can withstand plenty 
of wear and tear thanks to a unique firing process. Dress 
cool to balance things out.

Features:
Textile upper to show off the cool design• 
Padded collar to help keep blisters at bay• 
Cushy midsole for added comfort and support• 
Durable rubber outsole with traction patterning for • 
great grip
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A body of work
The human form can inspire art; why not footwear? With 
its graceful lines and thoughtful design, this shoe is a 
careful study in the ergonomics of movement. It’s also 
pretty cool to look at.

Features:
Midfoot support to prevent torsion• 
PUMA tenCELL heel unit for maximum shock • 
absorption
Durable outsole for outstanding traction• 
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Leave the tutu at home
It’s the unholy alliance of ballet and motorsport racing! 
This flat seamlessly incorporates design elements from 
each, all in a surprisingly feminine package. The PUMA 
Formstrip stylishly bridges the heel and toe, while the 
hook-and-loop closure offers easy on/off and a great fit.

Features:
Leather upper for durability• 
Cushy midsole and padded footbed for comfort and • 
support
Durable, lightweight rubber outsole• 
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Not wasted on you
They say youth is wasted on the young. How about 
ultra-cool features like a feather-light body and reinforced 
toe-off and heel pad? OK, those details will probably go 
unnoticed by your little tyke. But you’ll appreciate all of 
that - plus this running-inspired shoe’s colorful, modern 
look.

Features:
Synthetic upper for long wear• 
Perforated upper for breathability• 
Cushy midsole for comfort and support• 
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Saddle up
This polka dot-printed pony skin number with its zebra 
print outsole is almost too much for a girl to handle. That 
is, unless that girl has a wild streak and a bold fashion 
sense. Then we guess you could handle it just fine.

Features:
Full-grain leather upper for long-lasting quality• 
Cushioned midsole for comfort and support• 
Toe-guard for a little scuff-proofing• 
High-traction outsole for grip• 


